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BAINBRIDGE ISLAND — You'll need a scorecard to keep track of all the trickery and mockery and good-natured bad 
behavior in Bainbridge Performing Arts' "The Merry Wives of Windsor." 

There are times when a script might also come in handy. 

BPA's annual "Bard at Bloedel" production is laugh-filled and beautifully appointed, don't get me wrong. Director Kristi 
Jacobson's cast delivers an extra-large laundry basket of laughs from what might be, line for line, the funniest of William 
Shakespeare's comedies. 

Trouble is, some of the laugh lines are tossed in the Thames ... so to speak. A couple of overcooked accents and some 
over-amped delivery make it difficult to understand some of the pranking, plotting and putting-down in The Bard's script. 
Much of one particular exchange, between French doctor Caius (Gary Fetterplace) and Welsh pastor Hugh Evans (Max 
Martina) was nearly unintelligible. 

They were still funny, just unintelligible. 

The July 6 performance I attended was a preview, so it's remarkable that the instances of garble were pretty much the 
only sticking points in Jacobson's well-plotted, well-cast production. 

For the most part, Willie Shakes' story of two BFF gentlewomen (Jennifer Hodges and Ali Budge, both excellent) who turn 
the tables on knight errant John Falstaff (John Ellis) is easy to follow, briskly paced and gorgeously costumed (hats off to 
Janessa Jane Styck). 

Falstaff — round, rosy-cheeked and sporting a codpiece pretty much the size and roughly the color of an overripe plantain 
— sees Mistresses Ford (Hodges) and Page (Budge) not only as potential sexual conquests, but as cash cows: "I mean to 
be cheater to them both, and they shall be exchequer to me," he plots. 

The wives discover his twin plots, though, and devise one opportunity after another to put him through the ringer. 

And that's just the Main Event. Shakespeare's undercard has just about every character playing both victim and 
perpetrator of a good-natured gulling or two. 

Ellis has a field day with Falstaff, who gets many of the show's best lines and physical comedy bits, and spends a good 
chunk of the proceedings disguised as a woman, to great comic effect. 

But it's Hodges and Budge that give the show its center: They are those most appealing of women, those who are both 
smart and funny. And Pete Benson brings a lovely balance to Master Ford, a man of good heart but easily manipulated 
jealousy. 

There are subplots and musical interludes — Citori Luecht and Isaac Ettobi, key to one of the subplots, sing in the second 
act, accompanied by Garter Inn house violinist Jenny Weaver. Dances and a brief sword fight both are nicely 
choreographed by Lee Ann Hittenberger. 

Even with the few lines I missed, BPA's "Merry Wives" is very nearly a laugh a minute. It's a very worthy production of a 
Shakespeare play you don't get to see very often, and just as good an evening spent for the aficionado (for its 
authenticity) as the neophyte (for its accessibility). 

How liked I these Windsor wives? Quite a lot, really. And you probably will, too. 
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